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Gulfstream G150

Since the start of production in 2005, the Gulfstream G150 has 
quickly established itself as customer’s favorite among the midsize 
jets. Its predecessor Gulfstream G100 was leading in speed and range, 
but couldn’t provide the comfort expected from a mid-cabin business 
jet. Accordingly, the cabin was enlarged by 71%, measuring 17,70 ft 
in length and 5,74 ft in width as well as height, and is now welcoming 
up to seven passengers to enjoy air travel in its spacious, elegant 
ambience. Adding the continental range of 3355 mi and a top speed 
of 547 mph, the G150 provides guests a truly great performance.

The layout of the D-CGEP comprises four seats in a central club 
configuration with large pull out tables and one single seat as well as a side-
facing divan in the forward cabin. Light and modern leather furniture create 
a friendly atmosphere and the Bose cabin entertainment system with dual 
independent DVD player ensures optimal fun above the clouds. 

The galley has a cabinet with ice drawer as well as a microwave 
oven and incorporates surface for catering arrangements. A 
fully enclosing, hard pocket door divides the aft lavatory from 
the main cabin, ensuring the necessary privacy on bord.

PERFORMANCE

SPEED

547 mph
MAXIMUM RANGE

3355 mi
ALTITUDE MAX.

45,000 ft.

SPECIFICATIONS

NORMAL SEATING 

7
BAGGAGE VOLUME

80,2 ft³

CABIN AMENITIES

 Full Refreshment
 Center 

 Fully enclosed 
lavatory with sink

 Satellite Phone

 Espresso machine

 Berthable divan

 Microwave oven

 Icebox

 Flightshow

 Catering

 Stewardess

> D-CGEP
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Gulfstream G150


